Top End Gardening
Your practical guide to establishing a productive garden

Alawa primary school community garden and farm where children have the pleasure of learning and caring for poultry, animals and vegetable gardens

Introduction
It is becoming increasingly apparent that modern,
industrial agriculture is not a system that can
sustain people or the planet indefinitely.
Admittedly, in a sense, modern agriculture could
be considered hugely successful when you look
at the astounding volume and variety of produce
that is available at your local Top End
supermarket. However, in reality, when you peer
closely at the product labels, examine the produce or have a think about the ways and means
of production, you begin to realise that the vast
majority of supermarket food has been produced,
harvested, stored, packaged and transported
with considerable costs to the environment and
society. You begin to understand that modern
agriculture is leaving a trail of land and water
degradation, biodiversity loss, chemical
pollution and food insecurity in its wake, with
fruit and vegetables traded and transported as
market commodities around the globe.
So what to do about this dilemma? Well, it helps
to become a little more conscious of the food
production and supply chains that dominate our
daily existence and to think about ways of
tweaking them to promote community and
environmental health. Shop consciously, support
local growers and businesses that are farming
sustainably, only buy as much food as you need
(i.e. reduce the amount of food you throw out),
and avoid products with excessive packaging.
Another important step you can take is to utilise
your backyard or an open space in your local
community and start growing your own fruit and
vegetables.
Over the last few years backyard and community
gardening has blossomed around the Northern

Territory, Australia and the world. This is no
mistaken movement. It is about people
realising that productive gardening, especially
when it is based on organic or Permaculture
principles, keeps you active and fit; helps to
protect your soil and water resources; supports
local plant and animal diversity; provides shade
and weather protection for your house or
apartment; brings you delicious, nutritious
rewards and can prove to be a very enjoyable
past-time.

Eaten throughout Asia, the banana flower
is made into a fantastic salad

Pineapple flowering. They flourish in pots and
can even be grown indoors

This Gardening Guide has been developed by
the Environment Centre NT with backyard or
balcony gardening in mind – following the ethics
and principles of Permaculture. The Guide
highlights the tremendous scope and
opportunity for productive gardening in the
Top End and is a handy resource for people
seeking an introduction to growing their own
fruits, vegetables, herbs and even chickens.
The Environment Centre NT hopes that the
Guide will inspire and embolden people to
imagine and create a productive garden rather
than a palm-tree garden (which seems to be
the Top End default option). We encourage
people to go wild with their design ideas, trial
new fruit and vegetable crops, experiment with
different gardening techniques and
develop clever ways to use household waste
as a gardening resource. Go and mix with your
compost, stroll amongst your fruit trees, run
with your chickens, feast on your produce and
dream of Asian greens!
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The Seasons
For Indigenous Australians in the Top End,
what distinguishes a season is not just
rainfall or temperature, but also animal
movement and the flowering and fruiting of
plants. Their weather cycle is based upon six
seasons: monsoon, knock ‘em down storms,
cooler but still humid, cold weather, hot dry
weather and pre-monsoon storms.** These
seasons bring fluctuating extremes of
temperature, water and wind. Their duration
and commencement varies, and their
observation is crucial to successful gardening.

Generally the Top End has two distinct growing
seasons – the dry and the wet – but some
vegetables grow all year round. The six seasons
are still related though, as they each contain
potentially damaging aspects that must be
guarded against and they signify when to undertake certain activities. This guide has monthly ‘to
do’ tips, but in reality these could be inaccurate if
seasons arrive early or late. As your gardening
experience grows, so too will your ability to
observe seasonal change and your instinct about
knowing when to do things.
The dry: This period extends from the last drops of
the monsoonal storms through to the build-up of
the hot dry or pre-monsoon storm season.
High-pressure weather systems over central and
northern Australia direct south-easterly airstreams
over the north and deserts, creating dry air. Due to

the direction of the wind, temperatures are warm
during the day, cool at night and humidity is low.
At the first signs of the last rains, germinate seeds
and prepare garden beds. Most crops take two to
three months to mature, so with an early start and
succession planting you can maximise your
harvesting period. Evaporation is one of the
biggest problems in the dry. Garden beds need a
thick cover of mulch to protect the soil and retain
moisture.
The build-up: The hot dry and pre-monsoon
seasons are the transition from the dry to the wet.
By late September the earth has tilted and the sun
favours the southern hemisphere, the continent
warms and high-pressure systems slip south. The
south-easterly winds weaken and become hotter
as they pass over the warming deserts. Warm air
drawn from the tropical seas is laden with water
vapour and humidity levels rise. This is a time when
plants and animals often struggle with high
temperatures, stifling humidity and lack of rain.
The wet: The Top End has a yearly rainfall (15002000 mm) that pours down almost entirely over
a five-month period. The monsoonal weather is
caused by the advancing winter in the northern
hemisphere. Cold air from high-pressure
systems over Siberia flow across the equator into
the southern hemisphere. Winds crossing tropical
seas become hot and humid before meeting the
dry south-east trade winds. This produces strong
gusty winds and torrential rainfall.
The wet season has two growing starts. With the
initial extra moisture and occasional storms, plants
begin to respond and seeds can be planted in the
nursery. But growth really takes off when the
monsoons kick in. The wet starts transitioning to
the dry when monsoons change back to
occasional storms.
**Alderson, Gangali & Haynes

Dingu (Cycad seeds) must be leached in running
water for one week before being ground into flour

January Tips
•
•
•
•
•

Time to plant fruit trees, other trees, wet
season crops and perennial vegies
Apply liquid fertilisers
Peak pest time – check and control if
required
Watch out for moulds, fungus and mildews
on susceptible plants
The best time to take cuttings for most
tropical plants and to plant root stock and
runners

Local garden design laid out in a mandala with raised beds and gravel paths

Garden Design
Each plot of land is different so every garden
design will be different. Also, individual plots
of land tend not to be uniform spaces but
environments with a variety of growing
conditions.
Tracking the sun: Choose sites for vegie beds
that receive at least half a day’s sun in both the
dry and wet seasons. This could mean that two
different sites are needed or that some trees have
to be pruned. Gingers, flowers and herbs prefer
protection from the harsh sun and can be planted
in shady areas. For easy harvesting, plant herbs
and vegies that you like to pick regularly in beds
close to the house.
Water drainage: The rain enables plants to grow
like crazy during the wet, but without good
drainage your vegie bed will get flooded. Choose
sites that allow good drainage or build raised
beds to promote drainage. Boggy areas can be
used to grow kang kong, taro and water-loving
plants, and also provide great habitat for frogs.
Winds: Winds can stress plants and remove
moisture from leaves, with salty ocean breezes
causing big problems. Choose a site protected
from prevailing winds or create protection with
a hedge of hardy shrubs or vines.
Garden bed shapes: Be creative! On flat land
make whatever shapes you want and on sloped
ground shape the beds to follow the contours of
the land. Always follow the simple rule of being
able to reach any part of the bed from a path or
walkway. This will reduce the need to step on the
beds and prevent compaction.
Catching and storing water: There are a number
of methods for catching and maximising water
use while still allowing excess rain to run-off

during the monsoons and heavy storms. Swales
(contoured trenches), terraces and banana pits
will help to provide more water whilst protecting
your soil. See the reference section for further
details.
Space for compost and a small plant nursery:
Don’t forget to include these vital garden
components, and place them well. Nurseries
like morning and afternoon sun best and
protection from strong winds. A compost pile
on the ground will leach nutrients, so place it
next to nutrient-loving plants like paw paws or
bananas. Additionally, positioning your compost
close to vegie beds and chickens reduces the
hard work of moving material to/from the pile.
No dig gardens: No dig gardens reduce hard
work and protect soil structure. Simply choose
the best site, cover with horse or cow manure,
compost, newspaper or cardboard, and lots of
mulch. The bed is ready for planting when the
manure has decomposed. Garden bed edges
can be created before bed preparation using tin,
metal sheeting, rocks, wood etc.
Encouraging biodiversity: By planting native
shrubs and trees, legume trees, fruit trees and
flowers in areas not utilised for growing vegies,
you will cool your house, create screens and
attract birds and insects that assist with
pollination and pest control. Some productive
trees like moringa, sweet leaf, sesbania, papaya
and bananas will grow happily with perennial or
year-round vegies. Consider clumping bamboos
as an alternative to palms – they provide good
screens as well as building materials, food, shade
and much more.
Trellising in the tropics: There are loads of
different vines and plants suitable for trellising,
including cucumbers, melons, luffas, passionfruit,

pumpkins, Ceylon spinach, snake beans and
tomatoes. Trellises are very efficient as they utilise
vertical space, provide shade, reduce fungus and
mould and can be made from, or built onto
existing structures like fences and walls.
Gardening in apartments: Apartment verandahs
and courtyards can be very productive spaces if
you use large pots or foam boxes with trellising to
grow herbs, tomatoes, beans and other vegies.
A small vegetables garden will help to keep your
apartment cooler too! Worm farms or Bokashi
bins can be used to turn your kitchen waste into
compost.
Okra (Abelmoschus esculentus)

February Tips
• Last chance to take advantage of the wet
season for planting fruit trees, other trees,
wet season crops and perennial vegies
• Keep up the liquid fertiliser as nutrients are
being leached from the soil by the
monsoonal rains
• A good time for taking cuttings for most
tropical trees and plants
• Peak pest time, check and control if
required
• Watch out for moulds, fungus and mildews

Rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum) An evergreen tree that grows to a height of 12–20m. Cultivated in South-east Asia, Sri Lanka and Central America

Seeds, Seedlings & Transplanting
Learning simple techniques for collecting
and using seeds, cuttings and rootstock, will
improve production, reduce costs and provide
you with varieties adapted to local
conditions. It’s also fun to grow high quality
Top End plants for yourself and others.
Collecting seeds: From the BEST plants, collect
fully ripe seeds – when the fruit containing the
seed is too old or tough to eat, or seed-pods are
brown and dry. Clean the seeds to remove all
shell or pulp debris. Dry the seeds properly, up
to one week for small seeds and two weeks for
large seeds. Once dry, store in labelled, airtight
containers. Refrigerated storage will extend seed
germination life by up to two years.
To prevent pest damage, rinse seeds quickly but
thoroughly in water upon collection and then
place in direct sunlight for a few hours each day
when drying. Add dried crushed neem leaves
and/or wood ash to stored seed. You can also
put dried seeds in the freezer for one to two days.
To stop seeds going mouldy make sure they are
properly dried and then store them with ash and/
or milk powder to soak up excess moisture.
Growing seeds: Watching growing seeds force
their way through the soil is exciting! Follow the
planting guide and check whether your seeds
should be planted in a nursery or straight into the
ground. Seedlings like well-drained sandy soil
that contains a good balance of nutrients eg:
1/3 Coir peat, 1/3 sand, 1/3 compost or
composted horse or cow manure. Seedlings
must be kept moist at all times and fertilised with
a weak liquid fertiliser or worm juice once a week.
Protect dry season seedlings from late storms
and keep a watch for chewing insects. Pest

control by hand is usually best, but use a natural
pest spray if necessary.
Transplanting seedlings: Simply remember the
golden rule: less stress, happier plants, better
production! Harden seedlings for a week before
planting by exposing them to more direct sunlight
then plant them out mid-late afternoon. Handle
the roots very gently, don’t expose them to direct
sunlight, and point them down when replanting.
Water seedlings regularly and mulch well.
Cuttings: Most herbaceous perennials and many
annuals will take root from cuttings in the Top
End. You will have much greater success in the
wet season except with plants like desert rose
and frangipanis. In most cases choose branches
that are turning woody but not hard, roughly one
year old. Cut into sections that include four to
eight nodes (budding points) and remove most
or all of the leaves. Some plants grow better if
cuttings are initially put in water (1/3 to 1/2 submerged) for a few days. Plant cuttings into pots
with 1/4 to1/2 of the nodes buried and keep them
moist and shaded.
Rootstock (including rhizomes): Many plants grow
easily by dividing the rootstock e.g.
ginger, galangal, tumeric and other rhizomes.
Water well before digging up the main rhizome
root and surrounding soil containing the feeder
roots. Cut back most of the foliage, carefully
divide the rhizome and replant. Water sparingly at
first until new growth appears to make sure the
rhizomes don’t rot.
For bananas and lemon grass choose mature
plants with new shoots that are old enough to
have feeder roots. Water well before carefully
digging around the desired shoots. Use a spade
or strong knife to separate the shoot from the
plant. Soak in water for a few days before

planting or replant immediately and water well.
Bamboo can be propagated by dividing up the
rhizomes or using the poles as cuttings.
Research is recommended as different varieties
react to different methods. Only use clumping
varieties unless you want to create a bamboo
forest or annoy your neighbour!
Sweet leaf cuttings with half the nodes buried

March Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depending on rains, start growing your dry
season seeds in your nursery
Begin preparing your dry season garden
beds
Harvest seeds from wet season crops
Treat moulds, fungus and mildews on
susceptible plants
Install or check your irrigation systems for
the upcoming dry
Start making compost and liquid compost
for the dry season
Prune and fertilise citrus trees

Coconut husks - mulch is vital in this climate to slow evaporation and retain moisture in the soil while releasing nutrients to the plant during decomposition

Soil, Compost & Mulch
Healthy living soil is the basis for strong,
vigorous plants. The two extremes of poor
soil are clay, which becomes waterlogged
and compacted, and sand, which doesn’t hold
moisture or nutrients. Over time even the
poorest soils can be naturally improved by
using good organic practices. In return the
soils will produce bumper crops!
Features of healthy living soil:
* Lots of organic matter and humus (the organic
matter created by the decomposition of plant
material by microorganisms).
* A complete range of nutrients and trace
elements in a form that is ready for plant use.
* Millions of microorganisms and worms help to
create humus, make nutrients available to plants,
improve soil structure, participate in soil chemical
reactions and provide food through their life cycle.
* Good structure for easy root growth and better
nutrient, water and air retention.
* A balanced pH, as most plants need to be in soil
with a pH between 6.0 and 7.5 to grow well.
* There are many, varied methods for creating
healthy living soil, including compost, liquid
compost, worm farms, mulch and green manure
crops.
Compost: A mix of manures, fresh vegetative
materials, dry vegetative materials, kitchen
scraps, seaweed, ash and bacterial activator,
plus oxygen and water to promote proper
decomposition. The compost-making process
is not unlike making a cake. Mix the key
ingredients together and place in your compost
bin or bay. Microorganisms multiply and the
composting begins. If the balance and amounts of
ingredients are not right the compost won’t cook

well. Avoid adding weed seeds unless you are
confident that the compost will reach a
temperature that kills them. It is good to have two
or three composts so that one is ready to use
while others are cooking. Bokashi compost
buckets work well for apartment-living, being great
for composting small amounts of kitchen scraps.
Liquid compost: Microorganisms are used to turn
raw ingredients into nutrients that plants can
immediately use. Liquid composts are easy to
apply and excellent for topping up nutrient and
microorganism levels during the growing
seasons, especially the wet. Use a large bucket,
bin or drum and fill with 1/3 manure, 1/3 seaweed
or green leaves, 1/3 water, with a shovel of ash
plus a bacterial activator (e.g. worm juice,
compost, living soil, very ripe paw paw) to speed
up decomposition and reduce smells. Stir well
once a day for two weeks. When using, mix one
part liquid compost with twenty parts water (1:20)
and apply every two to four weeks.
Mulch: Keeps the soil moist and reduces
watering, prevents unwanted seeds germinating, and regulates soil temperature and pH. As it
breaks down it also adds vital food to the soil and
improves soil structure. Common forms include
pea straw, composted palm fronds and
vegetation and wood chip. Make mulch yourself
or buy it from Shoal Bay Dump, tree management
services, or landscaping businesses. A mulch
layer of at least 5 – 10 cm is best. Try to ensure
it is weed free. Don’t use green mulch on garden
beds as it will absorb water and nutrients as it
breaks down. Keep mulch away from plant stems
to reduce mould and fungus development.
Worm Farms: Worms in the ground are your best
garden helper. Worm farms produce a solid
compost and a liquid compost from decompos-

ing kitchen scraps, coco-peat, manures, shredded
paper but must be rat and possum-proof. Worm
farms are great for all land sizes but especially
apartments. The liquid compost is excellent for
potted plants and seedlings.
Green manure crops: Green manure crops are
mostly annual legumes (clovers, beans, peas etc.)
with some grain seeds that are either cut at the
base or turned back into the soil after it starts
flowering. This adds nitrogen, organic matter and
mulch to the soil. Plant legumes at the beginning
or end of the wet season after a crop such as
corn, pumpkins or sweet potato.
Green manure - peanut - nitrogen rich with edible nut

April Tips
• Apply compost to dry season vegie beds
and fruit trees
• Depending on rains, start planting dry
season beds with direct seeds and seedlings from the nursery
• Install and check your irrigation system
• Harvest seeds from wet season crops
• Continue making compost and liquid
compost for the dry season

Chilli, bok choy, winged bean, taro, dragon fruit,
rice, egg plant, tiny tom tomatoes, pumpkin,
winter melon, slilverbeet, luffa and cassava

The climatic differences of the wet and dry seasons make it possible to grow a huge variety of temperate and tropical vegetables, leafy greens and herbs

Vegetables
The Top End climate, with year-round warmth
and no frosts is great for growing a huge
variety of temperate and tropical vegetables
(and also herbs). A well-established garden
will have many perennial vegetables as well
as room for dry season and wet season crops.
Beware of the build-up though!

Tomatoes provide fruit in the dry & sauce in the wet

Year-round vegies: These include eggplant,
basil, beans, corn, pumpkin, chilli, sweet leaf,
brazilian spinach, melons, capsicum, sweet
potato and moringa. It is best to plant them at
the beginning of the dry or wet to ensure there is
always something to pick from the garden.
Dry season vegies: These originate from cooler
(temperate) climates in Asia, Europe and South
America. The planting guide shows the large
range of vegetables that can be grown and how
long till harvest. Make sure that you plant seeds
in March/April, depending on rains, to ensure a

full growing season. Drip irrigation under thick
mulch will efficiently get water straight to the
roots. Some vegetables like coriander, broccoli,
cauliflower, spinach, carrots, potatoes and
parsnips find it is still too hot in the dry to
consistently produce well, especially in coastal
areas.
The build-up: Many vegetables die off, stop
producing fruit, or grow very slowly during this
period. The oppressive conditions can be
softened by mulching heavily, creating shade
using coconut leaves or shade cloth and watering
every night or early morning.To minimise negative
impacts make sure year-round vegetables are well
established in the ground before the build-up
arrives. Don’t plant out new seedlings if possible.
Wet season vegies: Sweet potato, snake beans,
okra, taro, choko and cassava thrive in the wet,
and many greens, like ceylon spinach, leaf
amaranth, kang kong and sweet leaf, grow
rampantly as well. To maximise the growing
season, plant seeds in a nursery a few weeks
before the wet, and place ginger, sweet potato,
tumeric and other root plants in paper bags to
encourage new growth. These can all be planted,
along with cuttings, once the rain starts. Beans,
pumpkin and corn should also be direct-seeded
when the monsoons arrive. Use well-draining soil
and raised beds to ensure your plant roots don’t
drown. Some vegies and herbs prefer a pot or
planter box to regulate the amount of water.
Pollination can be difficult with some vegetables
during this period, but hand pollination first thing
each morning will solve the problem. Watch out
for fungus and mould. Seaweed-tea and milk are
two effective natural sprays. Good air flow with
trellising will help prevent fungal growth on leaves,
while crop rotation and good drainage will help
prevent soil problems.

Ceylon spinach trellised up bamboo

May Tips
• Continue planting out dry season crops
• Replenish and thicken mulch as required
• Cuttings from frangipani, desert rose and
similar plants will take best in the dry 		
season
• Prune back surrounding trees to allow
enough sun to reach your vegie garden

Optimum planting period

Planting guide
Asian greens

Cucurbits

Vegetables

Root crops

D-seed direct
S-seedling
R-rhizome
C-cutting

Seed sowing
depth
(mm)

Seedling
germinate

Bok choy / Pak choi

D/S

5

5-7

30

20

4-6

Ceylon Spinach

C/D

20

8-12

50

30		

8

Choy sum / Caisin

D/S

5-8

2-10

30

10

4

Kai choy / Chinese mustard

S/D

5-8

2-10

30

30

4-6

Kai lan / Chinese broccoli

D/S

5

3-10

5-15

15

9

Kang kong

C/D

10

5-7

20

10

6

Sweet leaf / Chang kok

C

50

20

8

Vegetable varieties

J F M A M J J A S O N D

(days)

Spacing
(cm)
Between rows Between Plants

Time to
picking
(weeks)

Tatsoi

S		

10

7-10

30

20

4-6

Bitter melon

D		

15

5-8

250

200

11

Choko

D/C

30

50

30

9-12

Cucumber

D

5-10

6-10

150

30

6

Gourd

D		

30

3-5

100

70

20-22

Luffa

D		

10

7-10

300

50

8-13

Pumpkin

D		

20-25

6-10

200-300

100

15-24

Rockmelon

D		

20-25

6-10

200-300

60

10-12

Watermelon

D		

20-25

6-10

300

150-200

12-16

Winter melon

D		

30

3-5

100

70

Zucchini & Squash

15-20
5-8

6-10
14-28

100-150
80

Capsicum
Cherry tomatoes

S

5-10

7-10

200

50

8-10

Corn
Egg plant / Aubergine

D

10-20

10-14

60

20-30

11-15

Okra

D
D

5-8
5-8

10-14
10-14

80-90
100

50
50-60

10-12
10-12

Tomatoes

S

5-10

7-10

100-150

50

8-10

Carrot

D

3-5

15-20

25-30

3-5

16-20

Cassava

C

40

20

24

Radish

D

10

5-8

15-20

3-5

3

Sweet potato

C/R
R

40-60
40-60

5-7

100
100

30
50-60

16-18
26

Yam
Beans

R

40-60

100

50-60

30

D

10

5

75

20

6-8

Lima beans

D
D

20
20-30

10
12

75
100

25
40

6-12
8-10

Snake beans

60
40-50

20-22

D		
S/D

Taro

Legumes

Possible planting period

References: Anne Highfield. Leonie Norrington, Tropical Food Gardens. Penny Woodward, Asian Herbs & Vegetables. Department of Resources-Primary Industry, Darwin

6-9
11-13

Leafy vegetables

Seed

Sowing

Germinate

Rows

Plants

Time

D

20-30

10-14

45-60

15

12-13

Winged beans

S

20-30

7-10

100-200

60

1

Open leaved lettuce

S/D

10

6-10

20-30

20-30

7-12

Rocket

S/D

15

2-10

20-30

20

6

Silverbeet

S/D

10-15

10-14

30-40

30-40

8

Aloe vera

C

40-50

30-40

10-14

Drum stick tree/Moringa

S/C

20

medium

size tree

24

Shallots

R

40

15-30

15-20

15

12-14

Spring onions

D

10-15

10-14

5-10

2-3

8

Sugar cane

C

10

10

16-28

Sunflowers

S

15

10-14

50

20-30

18

Peanuts
Amaranth

S
S

25
10

10-14
5-10

50
40

20-30
20

28-31
3

Basil

S/D/C

5

5-10

40-50

40

8

Chilli

S/D/C

5

4

30

30

10-20

Dill

S

10

30

30

5-7

Galangal

R

30

30

12-24

Garlic chives
Ginger

R
R

20
30

20
30

52+
12-24

Gotu kola

C/S

30

30

8-12

Hibiscus flower

C

100

100

24-36

Kaffir lime leaves

S/C/D

medium

size tree

40

Lemon grass

R

15-30

15-30

Mint

C

50

50

10

Parsley

S/D

30

30

10-12

Pepper

C

200

150

4-5yrs

Rice paddy herb

C

20

30

5-8

Rosella

S

5

4-10

30

30

Tamarind

D

50

7-10

Thai corriander

S

0

10-14

Three-in-one-herb
Tumeric
Vietnamese mint

J F M A M J J A S O N D

Others

Spices & herbs

June tips

Snow peas

• Last planting for dry season crops
• Liquid fertilise dry season crops
• Good time to plant a second round of asian greens

10
20

5-10

5-10
21

21-28

8-12

20-24
<10-12yrs

40

30

10

C

40

30

8-10

R

50

50

12-14

C

40

30

8-10

• Cuttings from frangipani, desert rose and
similar plants will take best in the dry
season

Water in the surrounding garden creates an environment for growing taro and kang kong, cools the air, provides refreshment for birds and a home for frogs and fish

Surrounding Environment
and Companion Planting
The spaces surrounding your beds and fruit
trees are important. With good design and
management these spaces can incorporate
beautiful, productive features that will also
improve your vegetable and fruit yield. In
addition, you can diversify the plant types
within your vegetable beds using herbs,
flowers and spices to further boost garden
health and productivity.

Pollination and pest control: Incorporating
flowering natives, shrubs, herbs, frog ponds (toad
proof), bird baths, flowers and vines in your garden
spaces will attract and accommodate pest
predators and pollinators. Mixing vegetable types
in your beds will also slow down the spread of
pests, allowing pest predators time to come in and
deal with problems naturally.
Aromatic herbs like chilli, basil and lemon grass are
great for confusing and repelling many problematic
insects. Marigolds planted through your garden will
deter nematodes, as will an occasional cover crop
of mustard.
Wind reduction: Surrounding trees, shrubs and
vines can act as a windbreak for gardens, reducing
stress and evaporation and improving production.
Windbreaks like bamboo are multipurpose, also
providing building materials for your garden.
Legumes: Include peas, beans, clovers,

crotalarias, coffee bush, acacias, albizias and other
plants that generally have pea-shaped flowers.
They have a symbiotic relationship with nitrogenfixing bacteria, called rhizobia, which live on
legume plant roots. The rhizobia chemically convert
nitrogen from the air in the soil and make it
available for the plants. This is a good thing as
nitrogen is one of the most important chemical
elements for plant growth. Legumes can be grown
among other vegies as a green manure crop or as
surrounding trees or shrubs. When the plant is cut
back or removed the nitrogen becomes available
for other plants to use. This benefits vegetables
and fruit trees that grow next to or after the
legumes.
Herbs and spices: Can thrive amongst your
vegetables and fruit trees, in other garden spaces
or pots and foam boxes.
Ginger, tumeric and galangal grow rampantly given
good soil and water. They prefer some shade but
tumeric doesn’t mind the sun either.
Chillies are a must with their colour, flavour and
hardiness. They help prevent root rot and other soil
fungal diseases.
Basil grows all year round, but keep plants shaded
in the build-up. Harvest continuously to remove
flowers and keep the leaves growing.
Aloe vera is as tough and versatile as it is useful.
Lemon grass can be a garden border, weed
barrier, erosion controller and mulch provider, apart
from adding wonderful flavour to curries, soups
and ice teas.
Thai coriander thrives in Top End conditions,
whereas standard coriander will struggle.
Parsley booms in the dry, struggles during the
build-up and prefers pots in the wet.
Thai (laksa) mint loves a well-drained spot.
Standard mint produce well in the dry but suffer
sometimes in the wet and prefer growing in a pot.
Rosella leaves, flowers and fruit can all be eaten

but the plant can grow rampantly and spread.
Many other herbs grow well in pots including
rosemary, chives, oregano, thyme and lavender.
Keep them well-drained and aired during the wet
and provide exposure to morning sunlight.
Companion planting: Sometimes certain plants
grow well together due to their roots working
symbiotically or different plant heights being
compatible. Also different plant combinations can
create a natural balance of pest control and
pollination and promote soil health. Some good
combinations:
* Corn, pumpkins and climbing beans
* Eggplant, beans and marigolds
* Tomatoes, parsley, basil and capsicum
* Cucumbers, corn and squash
Marigolds (T. patula) keep soil free of bad nematodes
and discourage many insects. Choose a scented
variety and plant freely throughout the garden.

July Tips
• Liquid fertilise late dry season crops and
fruit trees
• Last chance to plant out year-round
vegies so they are established before
the build-up
• Sow seeds for slow-growing natives and
fruit trees that you want to plant in the
wet

A local gardener explained the way she manages pests in her garden, “Frog ponds, lizard logs and birdbaths create environments for friendly predators.”

Integrated Pest Management
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
incorporates a range of techniques. It is not
just about controlling insects, fungus or other
problems with sprays, even if the sprays are
“natural.” Pest problems occur because a
system is not in balance or because plants
aren’t planted in the right place. A well
designed, healthy garden will ensure that
most pest problems are small and naturally
dealt with.
Continual garden observation will lead to early
detection of pests and easier management. Hand
control (squishing the bugs yourself) is often the
best method. Establishing gardens may, however,
take time to reach balance and pest attacks can
occur during this transition phase. If they do
happen, leave them initially to attract pest
predators. Only spray if the pests threaten to
destroy your crop, being as careful as possible
not to spray any other insects.
IPM techniques
Healthy, living soil: Your plants will be a lot more
resistant to pests and diseases if they are strong
and well. Your soil is the key.
Pest predators: Frogs, lizards, skinks, small birds,
wasps, ladybirds and spiders are great pest
predators. You just need to provide them with
homes like logs, rocks, ponds (cane toad-proof),
bird baths and small flowering shrubs and trees.
Localised seeds: When you collect seeds from your
own vegies and fruit each year using good seed
saving techniques, the seed will gradually
improve in quality and become more resistant to
local pests and diseases.
Crop management: Rotating your crops will
promote healthier, more pest-resistant plants
and help prevent soil-borne diseases.
Companion planting: Mixed plantings in your

vegetable beds slow the spread of pests and
diseases, making them easier to control.
Appropriate sites: If a plant is grown in the wrong
place (e.g. not enough sun or airflow, too much
water) it will struggle and become an easy target
for pests. Prevent this with research and garden
design.
Preventing spread: Greased cloth or plastic bands
around fruit tree trunks will reduce ant movement,
which in turn will prevent the spread of many
problems like moulds and leaf curl. Fold the top
over to protect grease from heavy rain.
Baits and traps: An example is fruit fly traps to
catch fruit fly and reduce fruit damage.

Plastic prevents possums from climbing fruit trees

Using animals: A rotation system and good
fencing allows chickens and ducks into vegie
patches between crops. They will eat many pests
and especially their eggs, whilst fertilising and
weeding your garden at the same time.
Natural sprays: Neem, chilli, garlic, lemon grass,
paw paw leaves, custard apple leaves and seeds,
ginger and seaweed are just some of the
ingredients that can be used for natural pest and
disease control. Soap, white oil and even borax
can also be carefully used.
Don’t use chemical pesticides because they will
kill many beneficial pest predators and pollinators
a well as damage your precious soil. Even natural
pesticides can kill beneficial insects and microorganisms.

Some Recipes
East Timor pest terror
(Marcellino’s general pest spray)
Into a bucket place 1 shopping bag of
chopped neem leaves and fruit, 2 tablespoons of grated pure soap, a handful of
chopped chillis, 3 chopped lemon grass
stalks and 1 bulb of garlic. Half fill with
water, mix well and leave overnight. With
gloves on, strain off and bottle the clear
liquid. To use, dilute 1 part liquid to 20 parts
water, spray on pests and affected plants.
Observe for one week, respray with stronger
mix (1:10) if needed.
Home-made white oil
Mix 1 tablespoon grated pure soap and 1
tablespoon vegetable oil with 2 cups hot
water. Allow to cool, then bottle. Use 20ml
with 1 litre water for spray.
For fungus and moulds
Spray milk directly onto affected plants. It
works! Or collect fresh seaweed (Lee Point
after storms is good), wash to remove salt,
chop up and fill a bucket. Pour in water.
Leave for 2 weeks, stirring occasionally.
Strain liquid and spray onto affected plants.
This is also a great liquid fertiliser at the
same time.

August Tips
• Harvest seeds from dry season crops
• Compost or liquid compost application for
vegies growing year-round
• Replenish and thicken mulch as required
• Sow seeds for slow-growing natives and
fruit trees that you want to plant in the wet

Collecting run off water in swales and banana pits

Raised beds for drainage during the wet

Water Management
Water management is a crucial aspect of
growing in the Top End, with gardens facing
varying climatic extremes throughout the year.
The dry season is all about water retention and
water efficiency. The wet season is a time for
catching and using water as efficiently and often
as possible whilst still allowing it to be diverted
away from your garden during heavy rain
periods. A good garden design will accommodate both wet season and dry season needs.
Mulching your garden is critical for good water
management – in the dry to minimize evaporation
and the wet to protect the soil, especially important
heavy rainfall.
Some design techniques
Raised beds with borders: Allow for good
drainage and water run-off in heavy rains. The
borders hold the soil in place and help retain
irrigation water in the dry season.
Swales for sloped land: A swale is a trench that is
dug along the land contour, with the soil piled below
to create a long mound. The mound can be planted
out with wet season vegetables and the trench can
be filled with kang kong, taro and other water-loving
plants. Dry season vegies can also be grown if
irrigation is used. Most rainwater will be caught and
retained in the swale trench but an overflow point at
one end of the mound will allow water from heavy
rains to escape. The escaped water can be
re-caught in swales or banana pits positioned
down-slope.
Banana pits: Dig a hole in the ground, minimum one
metre diameter and 75 cm deep, and pile the soil
around the hole to form a mound. Create an inflow
trench and an overflow trench. Plant bananas and
other compatible plants on the mound and around

it. The pit will collect water that flows through the
garden and the water that comes off your house
whilst still allowing the overflow to escape during
heavy rain. A compost heap can be created in the
pit during the dry season to feed your trees and
vegies, but leave the pit empty in the wet.
Spiral beds: Involve a circular spiral design with the
bed rising gradually as it spirals inwards to a raised
centre. This creates excellent drainage in the middle
for plants that need it and allows more to be grown
in a small space. Spiral beds are particularly good
for herbs.
Water from houses: Often a lot of water runs off
house roofs. It can be used and reused. Where the
water hits the ground build a trench and fill it with
gravel. The water can then be directed away from
the house into swales or banana pits.
Dry season tips
Drip irrigation: A simple irrigation system can
efficiently and cost-effectively water your garden
and save you time too. For your vegetable beds
use irrigation pipes with inline drippers or weeping
irrigation hose under the mulch. For fruit trees use
adjustable single drippers or inline dripper pipe,
placed under mulch.
Good soil structure: The healthier your soil the
better the water retention. Keep adding compost
and mulch and avoid turning soil or stepping on
garden beds.
Tree root competition: Be aware of large trees near
your vegies and fruit trees because competition
for moisture and nutrients is fierce during the dry.
Prune trees back if necessary as this will cause the
roots to die back as well.
Wet season tips
Swales and banana pits can be combined and
connected using trenches to create water flow
throughout your garden. The design will depend on

the landform, existing trees and your imagination.
Plant smartly: Be aware of the areas in your garden
that get boggy and the areas that drain well. Plan
your wet season plantings accordingly.

Fruit tree with raised bed and irrigation pipe

September Tips
• Harvest seeds from dry season crops
• Create shade for vegies that are vulnerable
to the build-up
• Plant seeds for fast-growing native and fruit
trees that you want to plant out in the wet

Children are always thrilled by the transformation of a chick into a chicken

Keeping them content: Provide a good range of
food and an adequate foraging area and
Chickens add life and amusement to a garden, chickens will generally look after themselves.
supply fresh eggs, happily eat kitchen scraps, 20 kg bags of mixed grain are available from
produce excellent fertiliser and even help with stockfood suppliers. Laying pellets are not
recommended as they contain many added,
weeding and pest control. A small flock of 3
sometimes nasty extras. Chickens love green
to 6 is plenty for a city yard. Larger flocks are
kitchen scraps, lawn clippings, cassava and
good for semi-rural and rural blocks.
moringa leaves and amaranth seeds. They
Buying chickens: Pullets, young hens around
don’t like tea leaves, citrus, banana peel, onion,
20 weeks old, are the easiest option and can be
raw potato peelings or coffee. Leftover scraps
bought at the Coolalinga markets. Hens start
should be removed daily and added to the
laying at about 22 to 24 weeks. A popular small
compost to prevent sickness and rat problems.
breed for Darwin is the Isa Brown, which copes
well with the heat and lays 5 or 6 eggs per week. Clean fresh water must always be available. The
water container should be shallow to prevent
Bantams are wonderful mothers if you want to
drowning and raised above the ground to
raise chicks. Roosters are noisy and not
prevent fouling. Garlic in drinking water treats
recommended for urban areas.
runny poos and worms. Pawpaw seeds and
Chicken housing tips: A partly shaded yard
neem oil are excellent remedies for internal
beneath a spreading tree is excellent, chickens
love to scratch amongst roots and leaves! A small parasites. A chilli bush grown next to the yard
will thrive and provide chickens with chillies
area of ground that will remain dry during the
which they often love. The chillies, in turn, keep
wet season allows chickens to dust themselves
to remove lice and fleas. The roosting and laying chickens healthy. Shell grit collected from the
beach and washed free of salt, mixed with their
house should be secure and covered with small
gauge wire to provide protection from predators. food, keeps egg shells strong.
Rearing chicks: Children are always thrilled by
Kites and hawks can attack, so chickens need
places to hide during the day. Manure where they the rapid transformation of a chick into a
chicken. Chicks need to be reared in an
roost should be covered with sand, scraped up
enclosure with 60 cm high walls made from light
regularly and added to the compost. This is
flexible material that can be moved outwards as
particularly important in the wet.
they grow. The enclosure should be in an area
Between crops use a rotation system to allow
chickens and ducks into vegie patches. They will protected from predators and free from
fluctuating temperatures. Feed the chicks with a
eat many pests and especially their eggs whilst
chick starter mash or crumble. Put small rocks
fertilising and weeding your patch at the same
time. A movable wire-covered structure, covered in the bottom of their water container to prevent
drowning and change the water daily. The
in shadecloth or palm leaves with an open
enclosure should be kept clean and dry to
bottom is great for the dry season, or divide up
prevent disease.
your garden beds with good wire fencing.

A popular small breed for Darwin is the Isa Brown

Chickens

October Tips
•
•
•
•

Harvest seeds from dry season crops
Apply compost to year-round vegies
Start making compost and liquid compost
for wet season use
Plant seeds for fast growing native and fruit
trees that you want to plant out in the wet

Jack fruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus) provides shade for orchids, produces huge fruit (up to 40 kilo) and wood that is used to build musical instruments

Fruit Trees
There are many amazing fruit trees that can be
grown in the Top End, including quick
producing banana, mulberry and paw paw,
citrus and mango and lesser-known
sapodilla, custard apple, jackfruit, lucmo
rambutan, sapote, cherry guava, carambola,
star apple, mangosteen and more.
Seedlings: To develop a good root system sow
seeds in large pots. Time your planting so that
seedlings are ready to plant out at the beginning of
the wet when they are well established but not root
bound. Grafted fruit trees are expensive, although
they fruit more quickly, particularly if they have
been grown in the tropics.
Transplanting: Late afternoon is the best time to
transplant as it will reduce plant stress. When
choosing a site remember that most fruit trees
require lots of sun and don’t like too much
competition from other trees. Well-drained soil is
also important. Dig a hole at least half a metre wide
by half a metre deep. Fill the hole with water and
allow it to seep into the ground. Mix compost or a
cup of organic fertiliser into the soil that has been
dug out. Plant the tree so that the trunk is no lower
than it was in the pot, backfill the soil leaving a
shallow depression about one metre wide to catch
and hold water. Surround the plant with mulch
leaving the base of the plant clear to avoid collar
rot, then water well.
Watering: Thick mulch is critical! It will conserve
water, prevent weeds and improve the soil’s
moisture-holding ability. Most fruit trees will need
to be watered regularly during the dry season, up
to three times a week until trees are established.
Water deeply rather than frequently to help
develop deep root systems and create stronger,

more drought-resistant trees. Individual drippers or
in-line drippers under thick mulch ensure efficient
watering. Drippers should be concentrated on
the ground under the outer ring of leaves near the
feeder roots.
Pruning: Creating a good shape with young trees
about a metre high means you won’t have to prune
much when the trees are older. Remove the tips of
branches at the beginning of the wet season when
trees are beginning to shoot. Cut to a bud that is
facing outwards. This will encourage the trees to
develop an open shape and reduce their height
so fruit remains within reach. After pruning always
fertilise and mulch. When the tree is mature,
pruning should only be done to thin out branches
and foliage and remove dead or diseased wood.
Fertilising: Fruit trees will benefit from regular
fertilising. Mulch continuously and apply a large
dose of compost or manures at the beginning of
the dry and wet seasons. Liquid fertiliser can be
applied twice during both the dry and the wet. You
can also plant a cover crop of mung beans or
sorghum once each wet, let it grow until seeding
and then slash or mow.
Some examples: Paw paw seeds can be planted
directly in the soil and thinned as needed. Male and
female trees look the same until the first flowers
form. Grow one male tree (small flowers in large
clumps) for each four or five females (single larger
flowers close to the stem). Water, fertilise and
mulch regularly.
Citrus trees grown from seed produce fruit much
later than grafted trees. Citrus hate competition,
need to be well drained and mulched (but keep it
away from the stem) and regularly pruned between
fruiting.
Bananas thrive under the right conditions with lots
of sun, water and compost. Great for the wetter
areas of your garden and they love washing

machine water (with eco-friendly detergent). The
trunk needs to be removed after the fruit is picked,
new suckers will soon replace it. Keep only the
healthiest sucker unless you want to expand your
banana patch.
Mango trees will become large and beautiful as
long as you don’t mind sharing fruit with the bats
and possums. Smaller grafted varieties are easier
to pick and provide welcome shade.

Lucmo (Lucuma obovata)-mulch seedlings well

November Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start preparing beds for wet season
crops
Late November start planting wet
season seeds in the nursery
Pest numbers start to increase, keep 		
your eye out for plant damage
Make sure your water channels, storage
and drainage systems are ready for the
approaching rains
Continue making compost and liquid
compost for wet season use
Pruning and fertilising of fruit trees

Waste from one section is used as a resource in another

Install a rainwater tanks

Use the water in the house

Water the fruit trees with the
grey (waste) water

Use chook manure and compost to
fertilise the fruit trees

Feed kitchen scraps and garden waste
to chickens and compost

Eat the fruit

Permaculture & Community Gardens
Permaculture is a design system to create
sustainable communities (to quote co-founder
David Holmgren). Its name originally sprang
from Permanent Agriculture but has now
evolved to simply mean Permanent Culture.
Permaculture was initiated by David Holmgren
and Bill Mollison in Australia in the 1970s. They
aimed to “value and utilise biodiversity and the
role that all living organisms play in nature”.
Their system is based on the idea that everything is related. Permaculture is now taught and
practiced in almost every country and applied
to a range of environments.
Permaculture not only encompasses all of the
gardening techniques included in this Guide but
also house design and construction, waste water
treatment, natural energy collection and use, local
and even national economies, farming, forestry,
livestock production and biodiversity
conservation. It can be applied at the level of a
household, neighbourhood, community, region
and beyond.
Permaculture designs and their implementation
are based on a set of ethics and principles.
Care for the earth – the environment in which we
live, the resources we use and areas set aside for
conservation.
Care for the people – all people, all races, all
nations.
Fair share – distribute resources justly and
equally, set limits on consumption and distribute
the surplus.
Permaculture principles guide design and ensure
that each design is adapted to its context and
setting. They include: to observe and interact,
integrate rather than segregate, use and value

diversity, catch and store energy and produce no
waste. Permaculture strives to create closed or
localised systems where inputs are sourced from
outputs or from other nearby systems.
An example: Installing rainwater tanks, using the
water in the house, watering the fruit trees with
the grey (waste) water, eating the fruit, feeding
kitchen scraps and garden waste to chickens and
composts, using chook manure and compost to
fertilise the fruit trees. Waste from one section is
used as a resource in another.
Ultimately, Permaculture works to create
communities that are more resilient, healthier,
skilled and sustainable. This is achieved by
localising production including food, addressing
environmental issues and strengthening social
networks and functions.
Community gardens are another way to strengthen
communities and promote sustainability. They
can be designed on the basis of Permaculture
or organic gardening concepts and may include
individual allotments, a whole land parcel being
communally run, or a mixture of the two.
Community gardens have many uses, providing a
site for education, training and demonstration of
new ideas, a food gardening area for people who
have no space at home and a great meeting and
hang-out place. Some gardens even have cafés,
bicycle repair workshops, commercial nurseries
and concert stages!
There are many community gardens in Darwin
already, with new ones planned or starting soon.
Some examples include the Jingili Community
Garden, The Patch at Leanyer, Alawa School Farm,
The Mulch Pit at Nightcliff, The Community Food
Garden at George Brown Darwin Botanic Gardens
and the Lakeside Drive Community Garden.
Organic gardening and Permaculture courses are

coordinated by Lakeside Drive Community
Garden and Top End Transition. Look on the
reference page for further details.

December Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finish preparing wet season beds
Plant wet season seeds in the nursery
Apply compost and manures to garden
beds before the monsoons
When the monsoons commence, start
planting fruit trees, other trees, wet
season crops and perennial vegies
Begin to plant root stock and runners
Prune and fertilise fruit trees
Take cuttings for most tropical trees
and plants
Pest numbers jump rapidly, watch for
damage
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